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Design History  

Version 0.1 (Concept): Player is a plague doctor patrolling a Medieval England town. Two 

health meters must be balanced: that of the town, and that of the doctor. Actions the player can 

take will increase one meter, but decrease the other. If either meter reaches 0, the game is over. 

 

Version 0.5: Plague doctor has no health. Instead, the goal is to keep the deteriorating buildings 

and townspeople alive for as long as possible. The doctor patrols one long level (the town road) 

during the day, and when they reach the end, the game switches to night, and the doctor walks 

back through the town. At night, buildings can be saved by burning incense to ward off plague 

clouds. During the day, supplies can be bought from merchants, and sick townspeople can be 

healed with medicine. 

 

Version 0.7: Money and medicine were done away with to simplify the game economy. Instead, 

player would collect incense during the day from each townsperson that survived. Rich citizens 

would give more reward than poor citizens. 

 

Version 1 (Playtest): Healing sick villagers was reintroduced as a concept, though without the 

money system.  

 

Version 1.2: Characters for each of the townspeople were created. A map of the town was 

formed with specific buildings. 
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Version 1.5: The economy of the game was refined. Certain townspeople would provide the 

plague doctor with medicine or incense, while others would trade one for the other. Townspeople 

were each given sick counters, which had a chance of increasing each day, a chance that went up 

if the house they belonged to was affected by plague clouds. If sick, the townsperson would not 

perform their basic function of providing incense or medicine. The doctor could use the medicine 

to reduce their sickness. If the counter hit 5, that townsperson would be dead the following day. 

 

Version 2 (Project 3): In this build we managed to implement a few of the NPCs we designed, 

including gifters and traders. Traders’ actions were repeatable, gifters’ were not. Connecting the 

effect of the plague clouds to the villagers’ sickness meters proved too complex, so for the time 

being, those two functions are unrelated. 

 

Version 2.1 and onward: If we were to create future builds of the game with more time on our 

hands, our plan would be to implement the probability scale for the likelihood of plague clouds 

appearing and townspeople getting sick. More dialogue would be written that could be 

programmed to happen each day, giving the player something new to discover as the game 

progressed. We also considered the idea of planned events, such as villagers taking their safety 

into their own hands, fighting amongst themselves, etc. that the Plague Doctor would have to 

deal with. 
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Section I - Game Overview 

Game Concept 

You are a plague doctor in the era of the Black Death, come to a town in its time of need. 
Your task is to heal the sick and protect the healthy; but in the plague times, it’s never quite 
so simple. Resources don’t last, but the plague seems eternal. Soon you might have to start 
choosing who lives and who dies. 

Feature Set 

- Step into the shoes of a plague doctor in the 1300s 

- Interact with a town of unique characters 

- Burn incense at night to ward off the plague 

- Acquire medicine to heal sick townspeople 

- Save your resources, or spend them quickly 

- Choose who lives and who dies 

Genre 

Art/Strategy with some RPG elements 

Target Audience 

Teens/Adults 

Game Flow Summary 

The player begins by arriving in the town during the day. They walk past the town signpost, 

which greets them with a short guide on how the game works. As they walk through the town, 

they pass buildings and NPCs, which they can interact with to obtain either medicine or incense. 

 

At some point, the player will realise that while they can move forward, they cannot go back. 

This represents the finality of the choices in the game. When the player reaches the end of the 

town, day switches to night, and the player walks back the way they came. At this stage, they 

will be introduced to the plague clouds, which are only visible at night. The player will then use 

the incense they collected during the day to burn away plague clouds. 

 

Once they reach the town’s beginning, night changes to day, and the cycle repeats. The player 

walks through the town, seeing the damage that was done based on their choices. They’ll 

discover any house with four plague clouds left unchecked will now be destroyed. Similarly, as 

villagers start to get sick, if they are not saved, they will be dead the next day. 

Look and Feel  

The game’s atmosphere is dark, but more mournful than horrific. Even the elements of humour 
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in some of the NPCs dialogue lend a grim, defeatist outlook to the setting; the player gets the 

feeling, upon completing a few cycles, that the fate of these townspeople is sealed no matter 

what they do. The player should feel compelled to help these people, endeared to them through 

quirky dialogue, and yet they feel that gut-churning sensation that there is no way to truly save 

them. 

 

The hand drawn art style matches this atmosphere. The level appears almost storybook, with 

bright colours during the day, and ominous purples at night. The townspeople are not given 

much in terms of faces; in a way, they already appear to be dead.  

Project Scope  

Number of locations: 11 

Number of levels: 1 (the level is replayed for as long as the player keeps the town alive) 

Number of NPCs: 21  

Number of tools: 2 
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Section II - Gameplay and  Mechanics 

Gameplay 

Game Progression 

Player progresses through the game with the use of day/night cycles. The player can only ever 

move forward across the level. During the day, they move right through the town. At night, they 

move left, back the way they came.  

 

Progression is marked by stages of deterioration, rather than accomplishment. Every day a 

villager remains sick, every night a plague cloud remains on a house, there is more of a chance 

for the objects around them to be affected. The plague doctor’s resources cannot cover all of the 

houses and townspeople; eventually, buildings will collapse and NPCs will die. This will 

continue until the entire town has been lost to the plague, losing the game for the player. 

Objectives 

The game’s objective is to keep at least one townsperson alive for as long as possible. 

Play Flow  

Play Flow is more intuitive than explicit for the player. While the basic controls are stated, the 

player may walk through town on the first day not knowing exactly what it is they are preparing 

for. They are only given a goal in the beginning: save the town. 

 

At night, when the player sees the clouds of the plague, they can interact with them and get rid of 

them, should they so choose. At this point, they’ll realise their incense counter goes down every 

time they light a lamp or disperse a cloud. However, they will not see the consequences of not 

clearing clouds until the townspeople start to get sick during the day.  

 

Upon seeing a sick townsperson, a player’s first instinct is to see if they can help. They can, but 

again, the player will not realise the consequence of inaction until the next day, when the 

townsperson is permanently gone. The game appears happy and quirky, until the consequences 

hit the player like a slap in the face.  

Mechanics 

Gameplay 

Players can walk right during the day, and left during the night, using the arrow keys. They move 

in a straight line and cannot go backwards. 

 

Players use the down arrow to interact with townspeople. Townspeople all perform a function as 

follows: 

Traders 
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-2 Medicine, +2 Incense 

Lady of the House 

 

-2 Medicine, +1 Incense 

Noble Impersonator 

 

+1 Incense, -1 Medicine 

Lord 

Steward 

Medical Doctor 

Scholar 

 

-1 Incense, +1 Medicine 

Mother 

Priest 

Wingdings Salesman 

Merchant’s Daughter 

Sleazy Entrepreneur 

 

Gifters 

+1 Medicine 

Little Rich Girl (on condition of having traded with Lady of the House) 

Inspector 

Innkeeper 

Knight 

Squire 

 

+1 Incense 

Constable 

Bard 

Orphan 

Farmer 

 

Gifters will simply give the Plague Doctor their item. Traders will say a line of dialogue about 

what they do.If the Plague Doctor does not want to trade, they move on. If the Plague Doctor 

wants to trade, they can hit the down arrow again. This action is repeatable for as many supplies 

as the Plague Doctor has. 

 

Dialogue appears at the bottom of the screen. 

 

The Plague Doctor’s Incense and Medicine counters are in the bottom left corner. These will go 

up and down depending on the Plague Doctor’s interaction with the townspeople. 

 

Townspeople each have a sick counter that goes from 1 to 5. They all begin the game at 1. Every 
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day, this counter has a 20% chance of going up by one. Another 20% is added for each plague 

cloud on the house. For example, a peasant with no plague clouds on their house has a 20% 

chance of increasing their sickness counter, while a peasant with two clouds on their house has a 

60% chance of increasing their sickness counter. 

 

Houses are divided into four quadrants. Plague clouds will appear during the night on these 

quadrants as the game progresses. 

 

Incense is used to vanquish these clouds during the night. This can be done one of two ways: 

1. Lamp Post: the Plague Doctor can spend 2 incense to light a lamp, which will destroy a 

randomised number from 2-5 clouds in the four quadrants it touches. Lighting a lamp is 

done by approaching the lamp and pressing the Up key. 

2. Individual: the Plague Doctor can spend 1 incense to destroy an individual cloud of their 

choosing. This is done by approaching the chosen cloud and pressing the spacebar. 

 

Medicine is used to heal sick townspeople. The Plague Doctor approaches a sick townsperson 

(recognisable as they are laying down near the bottom of the screen) and presses the down arrow. 

The cost of healing a townsperson is 1 Medicine. 

 

Townspeople show signs of sickness once their sick counter hits 4.  

 

If their sick counter hits 5, and they are not healed that day, then the following day, the 

townsperson will be gone, and there will be a new tombstone in the graveyard. 

 

Dialogue Rules 

● When a villager is approached, a piece of text appears above their head with their name 

or title, to indicate that they are interactive. Text disappears once the Plague Doctor has 

passed them 

● Pressing the UP key near the character will trigger their dialogue. 

● Titles switch to actual names and remain as such once the Dr. triggers dialogue that 

mentions their name. Some characters introduce themselves via First Day Dialogue. 

Ie. Gilbert Berold (the Lord) 

● Some names can also be learned through interactions with other villagers, even if the 

player hasn’t interacted with the NPC whose name they have learned. Ie. Annie’s name 

can be learned via Margery’s dialogue, Madame Rohesia’s via Agnes, etc. 

● Each villager has a unique piece of dialogue that only plays the very first time the Dr. 

speaks to them. After that, General Dialogue is the default. 

● Special dialogue trumps general dialogue. Dialogue for clouds appearing is followed by 

General Dialogue with repeated interactions. 
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● If conditions for If Sick (and heal/not healed) or If ____ is Dead dialogue are met, they 

are the only things that villager will say on that day. Dialogue switches back to normal 

the next day  (where narratively appropriate). 

Physics  

The world functions on a set of planes.  

1. The uppermost, back-most plane is the background, in which the sun or moon is seen 

depending on the day or night cycle. 

2. The second plane are the buildings and lamp posts. These items cannot be interacted with 

during the day, but can be at night, when the plague clouds appear over them. 

3. The third plane comprises of the town’s healthy NPCs, who stand in front of their 

respective buildings. 

4. The fourth plane is the street on which the Plague Doctor walks. The Plague Doctor can 

only ever walk forward, and can only interact with objects directly above or below them. 

5. The fifth plane is the other side of the street, on which you will find sick townspeople 

lying down. 

Movement 

General Movement 

Right arrow key: Walk right (disabled at night) 

Left arrow key: Walk left (disabled during the day) 

Down arrow key: Interact with townsperson (only available during the day) 

Up arrow key: Light lamp post (only available at night) 

Space bar: Eliminate single cloud (only available at night) 

Objects 

Incense 

Medicine 

Picking Up Objects 

Incense and Medicine are obtained from townspeople (see Economy and Game Mechanics for 

list of which NPCs give which item). 

 

The Gifter NPCs will simply give the Plague Doctor their objects the first time they are 

interacted with (the down arrow is hit). 

 

The Trader NPCs will give a line of dialogue alluding to their function. The down arrow must 

then be hit again in order to trade. 

 

The Incense and Medicine counters in the bottom left corner will go up every time the Plague 

Doctor interacts with an NPC that gives them an object. 
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Moving Objects 

Objects can be given away by lighting lamps or dispelling clouds (Incense) or healing sick 

townspeople (Medicine). No physical object moves, but the Plague Doctor’s counters will 

decrease. 

Actions 

Talking 

NPCs can be interacted with by pressing the down arrow key in their vicinity. A line of dialogue 

will appear on the bottom of the screen. The Plague Doctor does not speak. 

 

For more on Dialogue Rules, see “Mechanics” 

Reading 

The only item that is read is the town’s welcome sign, which gives the player an overview of the 

controls and their goal. No button needs to be pressed in order to read this, so as to make sure no 

player misses the information. 

 

Other reading is done in the form of reading dialogue at the bottom of the screen, as described 

above. 

Combat 

While there is no typical combat, players can nevertheless “combat” the plague clouds in one of 

two ways. Lamp posts can be lit at the cost of 2 incense, which will burn away clouds in the four 

quadrants they touch (lamp posts are positioned in between houses, so a lamp between the town 

hall and a house might cleanse the right half of the town hall and the left half of the house). 

Alternatively, players can use 1 incense to burn away a particular cloud of their choosing. 

Players do this by walking up to a house with a plague cloud and hitting the spacebar, resulting 

in the cloud disappearing. Lamps are activated in a similar fashion; when they are lit, a flame 

animation will play around the lamp, and 2-4 plague clouds in the nearest four quadrants will 

disappear. 

Economy 

The game’s economy is based off a system of giving and trading. Certain townspeople will offer 

the plague doctor an item with no strings attached, while others will allow the doctor to trade 

medicine for incense, or vice versa. The economy is broken down by townsperson as follows: 

 

Traders 

-2 Medicine, +2 Incense 

Lady of the House 

 

-2 Medicine, +1 Incense 

Noble Impersonator 
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+1 Incense, -1 Medicine 

Lord 

Steward 

Medical Doctor 

Scholar 

 

-1 Incense, +1 Medicine 

Mother 

Priest 

Wingdings Salesman 

Merchant’s Daughter 

Sleazy Entrepreneur 

 

Gifters 

+1 Medicine 

Little Rich Girl (on condition of having traded with Lady of the House) 

Inspector 

Innkeeper 

Knight 

Squire 

 

+1 Incense 

Constable 

Bard 

Orphan 

Farmer 

Screen Flow 

Screen Flow Chart 
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The beginning, walking into town 

 

 
The town’s leftmost border, where day cycles begin 
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As the town sign is reaches, the instructions appear on screen. 

 
The screens are continuous, moving as the Plague Doctor moves. Dialogue appears in the bottom 

centre of the screen. 
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As the player walks through town, they discover new buildings and NPCs. 

 

 
A sick NPC near the bottom of the screen. 
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The Player reaches their campsite, the town’s rightmost border. 

 

 
As soon as the border line is crossed, day switches to night, and the Plague Doctor faces the 

other way. 
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The town at night, now with plague clouds over the houses. 

 

 
 

Section III – Story, Setting and Character   

Story and Narrative  

Back story 

The Black Death has come to England. Already, it has proved devastating, sweeping across the 

land with no end in sight. Common citizens must put all their faith in the plague doctors, who 

range from con artists after a bit of coin to well-meaning academics who do their best to help the 

sick. Yet still, no one knows what has caused the plague—and no one knows what can cure it. 

 

You, the player, are one of these doctors, sent to a small town in the English countryside. Based 

on the rumours of your kind, some believe you are their salvation. Others are skeptical of your 

methods. After so many similar towns have fallen, it seems unlikely you’ll be able to save this 

one from the plague. 

Plot Elements 

How the plot unfolds is largely up to the player. Whether characters live or die is all based on 
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choices the Plague Doctor makes. However, all of these characters can, and will die eventually. 

It is only a matter of time. 

Game Progression 

As previously stated, the game’s progression does not work on a basis of achievement, but rather 

a basis of deterioration. 

 

Every quadrant of every house has a 20% chance of getting a plague cloud during the night. This 

percentage is increased by 20% for every plague cloud in a neighbouring quadrant (either on the 

same house, or on the one adjacent to it). 

 

Every townsperson has a 20% chance of their sick meter going up by one each day. +20% for 

every plague cloud left on their house the night before. +20% for every person they live with 

who is also sick. Townspeople that live with each other are:  

- Lady of the House, Little Rich Girl 

- Lord, Steward 

- Constable, Inspector 

- Innkeeper, Bard, Orphan 

- Mother, Farmer 

- Wingdings Salesman, Merchant’s Daughter, Sleazy Entrepreneur 

- Medical Doctor, Scholar 

- Knight, Squire 

Cut Scenes (not implemented in the game’s final build) 

Cut scene #1 - The Plague Doctor Arrives 

Actors 

The Plague Doctor 

Description 

The Plague doctor arrives in the new town. This cutscene would play when the player selected 

the “New Game” button on the menu. The plague doctor, already on screen, walks to the right, 

revealing the town’s sign. From there, the player takes control. 

Storyboard 
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Cut scene #2 - Day Changes to Night 
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Actors 

The Plague Doctor 

Description 

The Plague Doctor reaches the town’s rightmost border, by his campfire and tent, where he’s set 

up shop. He walks over to the fire and sits down. Behind him, the sun sets, the sky darkens, and 

the moon rises. He gets up and turns around, now ready for the player to guide him back through 

the town. 

Cut scene #3 - Night Changes to Day 

Actors 

The Plague Doctor 

Description 

The Plague Doctor reaches the town’s sign, which he passed when he first came in. The sky 

lightens as the moon disappears, replaced by the sun.. He turns, ready for the player to guide him 

back through the town. 

Game World 

General look and feel of world 

The town appears generally bright and lively during the day, in contrast to the threat of the 

plague looming over everyone’s heads. At night, it is empty and eerie, overrun by plague clouds. 

Area #1 - The Town, Day 

General Description 

A rural town in England in the 1300s, just as the Black Death has hit the country. You wouldn’t 

know it from strolling through the town during the day, though; the sun is shining, buildings are 

brightly coloured, townspeople are out and about.  

 

At least, for the first couple of days. As time goes on, and townspeople start to die, buildings 

start to collapse, the bright aura of the daytime seems too cheerful, mocking the player for their 

useless efforts. 

Physical Characteristics 

The town is composed of eleven locations, populated by twenty-one NPCs. The NPCs stand 

outside their homes during the day, offering goods or trade, or simply commenting about their 

lives. You will find the characters distributed as follows: 

- House #1: Lady of the House,  Little Rich Girl 

- House #2: Lord, Steward 

- House #3: Noble Impersonator 
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- Town Hall: Constable, Inspector 

- Tavern: Bard, Innkeeper, Orphan 

- Peasant Shack: Mother, Farmer 

- Barracks: Knight, Squire 

- Apothecary: Medical Doctor, Scholar 

- Church: Priest 

- Marketplace: Wingdings Salesman, Merchant’s Daughter, Sleazy Entrepreneur 

- Graveyard: Beggar 

The buildings begin looking pristine, but as the plague starts to take its toll, they begin to show 

wear and tear (an element not included in the final build). The townspeople likewise will lose 

their colour when they grow sick. A villager whose sickness meter reaches 5 and goes without 

healing will disappear on subsequent days. A new tombstone will then be added to the 

graveyard. 

Levels that use area 

Every “day” portion of the town’s day/night cycle 

Connections to other areas 

In order to make the transition from the “day” town to the “night” town, the player character 

must reach the leftmost end of the town. When they reach the town’s border, a cutscene will play 

as day turns to night. 

Area #2 - The Town, Night 

General Description 

While technically the same area as the first, something is . . . off about the town at night. The sun 

goes down, the moon rises, and the entire atmosphere sinks into gloom. This is when the player 

can glimpse the otherwise invisible forces of the plague as clouds of infection leech the life from 

the NPCs within their homes. Only the plague doctor can combat them, with the aid of the 

lanterns, which are now playable objects. 

Physical Characteristics 

The town is composed of the same eleven buildings as stated in the previous area. However, the 

only NPC to show themselves at night is the Beggar, who remains squatting by the graveyard. 

All others have disappeared into their homes for the night. 

 

The visual style of the nighttime town is darker than that of day, with a moon in the sky rather 

than the sun. Additionally, ominous clouds of black and purple can be seen hovering over the 

houses now, representing the malign  influence of the plague. The only points of brightness come 

from the lanterns the player can choose to light. 

Levels that use area 

Every “night” portion of the town’s day/night cycle 
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Connections to other areas 

In order to make the transition from the “night” town to the “day” town, the player character 

must reach the rightmost end of the town. When they reach the town’s border, right back at the 

town’s welcome sign, a cutscene will play as night turns to day. 

Characters 

Character #1 - The Plague Doctor (Player Character) 

Back story 

The Plague Doctor has made their way to this new town to try and help them fight the plague. No 

one knows much about this mysterious, cloaked and hooded figure. They appear to be here to 

help, but how much can one individual really do against the plague? 

Personality 

While the players plays the Plague Doctor, and can therefore affect how they go about 

interacting with the townspeople (and who they choose to save), the Plague Doctor nevertheless 

remains a very aloof character. They can have minimal interactions with the townspeople, but 

they never appear on their same level; they are always set apart from those they are trying to 

save. The plague doctor too must be at least somewhat devoted to their work, to spend both night 

and day trying to save this town and its inhabitants. 

Look 

The Plague Doctor’s look is very classic, with the black cloak and the iconic mask. They’re also 

black and white, a stark contrast to the colourful village. Their colour scheme matches better 

with the gloom of night, when they face the force of the plague alone. The Plague Doctor makes 

for an ominous figure, but the shuffling motion in which they watch alludes to a figure more 

weary than scary. 

Physical characteristics 

- Black cloak 

- Plague Doctor mask 

- Lantern 

- Book 

Animations 

- Walk Right 

- Walk Left 

- Light Lantern 

- Light Plague Cloud 

- Heal Sick Villager 

Special Abilities 
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The Plague Doctor is the only one who can fight the plague and heal the sick. Using the incense 

they have collected, the Plague Doctor can light lanterns to ward off plague clouds, or use their 

own lantern to target individual clouds. With the medicine they receive, the Plague Doctor can 

heal sick villagers, reducing their sick meter by 2 and giving them at least a few more days to 

live. 

Relevance to game story 

The Plague Doctor is the player character, and the main character of the story. Without them, 

there would be no hope of surviving the plague. They are the hero, and yet they’ve set 

themselves up for failure by attempting to tackle a malicious force even they cannot hope to 

defeat. 

Relationship to other characters 

The Plague Doctor maintains a certain degree of distance with all of the NPCs they encounter. 

Only the Beggar speaks to them as though he truly knows the Plague Doctor. 

 

Character #2 - Lady of the House (Gunnilda) 

Back story 

Gunnilda is a rich and influential woman who’s made a name for herself in the town. She 

married into the fortune of her husband, who had always been a fan of handing out money to the 

poor. Gunnilda is convinced such interactions are what got him sick with the plague, eventually 

leading to his death. Now she keeps her remaining family, her daughter, Margery, on a tight 

leash, watching that she never strays too close to the slums Gunnilda despises. 

Personality 

Gunnilda is vain, materialistic, and disdainful. She looks down on everyone, but has a particular 

hatred for peasants. Despite all this, she does still love her daughter. 

Look 

Very formal, beautiful, and feminine.  

Physical characteristics 

- Pink dress 

Animations 

- Idle (curtsey) 

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 
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Gunnilda will trade the Plague Doctor 2 bushels of incense in exchange for 2 medicine. Another 

effect that was considered, but not implemented, was the idea that her survival would positively 

impact the survival of the Little Rich Girl (-20% to go up one sick point each day) and negatively 

impact the survival of the peasants: the Mother, Farmer, Bard, Innkeep, and Orphan (+20% to go 

up one sick point each day). When she died, the reverse effects would take place. 

Relevance to game story 

With all the other experienced nobles and people of note dead, Gunnilda is the one who runs the 

town at the time of the Plague Doctor’s arrival. 

Relationship to other characters 

Gunnilda loves her daughter, the Little Rich Girl (Margery), immensely, and is fiercely 

protective of her. She despises the peasants (Mother, Farmer, Bard, Innkeep), and has a 

particular hatred for the Orphan (Annie), who Margery frequently enjoys playing with. Of the 

Plague Doctor, Gunnilda is rather neutral, though she does still see the Plague Doctor as a 

worker, and therefore beneath her.  

 

Character #3 - Little Rich Girl (Margery) 

Back story 

Margery is the daughter of Gunnilda, the Lady of the House. Growing up in a life of comfort, 

she’s always had things her way, and she thinks that other people deserve the same. She inherited 

a charitable streak from her father, though she doesn’t remember him or his death much. Most of 

her days are spent thieving valuables and food from her mother, which she then distributes to the 

peasants of the town. Her best friend is the Orphan, Annie, who she frequently smuggles treats 

to, despite her mother’s insistance she stay away. 

Personality 

Margery is mischievous and optimistic. She’s a bit of a spoiled brat, but just as she believes she 

should get everything she wants, she believes others should as well, and endeavours to help those 

she can. She’s curious, and bold enough to stand up to her mother. 

Look 

Margery is a smaller version of her mother. 

Physical characteristics 

- Blonde hair 

- Pink dress 

Animations 

- Idle  
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- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

If the Plague Doctor traded with Gunnilda, Margery will steal back one of the medicines the 

Plague Doctor gave up, and will return it. Another effect that was considered, but not 

implemented, was the idea that her survival would positively impact the survival of the Lady of 

the House and the peasants: the Mother, Farmer, Bard, Innkeep, and Orphan (-20% to go up one 

sick point each day). When she died, the reverse effects would take place. 

Relevance to game story 

Margery acts as her mother’s conscience, and creates an element of sympathy in the otherwise 

unsympathetic Gunnilda. 

Relationship to other characters 

Margery loves her mother, Gunnilda, but hates that she’s kept cooped up in the house. Her best 

friend is the Orphan, Annie, and she’s on good terms with the other peasants as well (Mother, 

Farmer, Bard, Innkeep). She’s curious about the Plague Doctor, but she knows they’re trying to 

help, just like she is, so she likes them just fine. 

 

Character #4 - Lord (Gilbert) 

Back story 

Gilbert was the only son of the town’s resident lord, up until the plague took his father. Now he’s 

in charge, but he’s rather unclear as to what a lord actually does. He’s been relying on his 

steward, the loyal servant to his father, to help him keep up appearances until now. 

Personality 

Gilbert is stuffy and bossy, but well-intentioned. He feels he always needs to appear in control, 

so he overcompensates, particularly at the expense of his poor steward.  

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Gilbert will trade the Plague Doctor 1 Incense in exchange for 1 Medicine.  

Relevance to game story 

Gilbert, in trying to avoid admitting “his” town is falling apart, has been spending money just as 
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he usually would, and is one of the only people keeping the town’s struggling economy afloat. 

Relationship to other characters 

Gilbert does his best to impress others, especially the nobles (Lady of the House, Noble 

Impersonator) and the Plague Doctor. He likes to pretend the Constable is working for him, but 

really the only one he has to boss around is his Steward. He does so ad nauseam, but is secretly 

very reliant on the Steward, and does value his work. 

 

Character #5 - Steward (Stewart) 

Back story 

Stewart has been a Steward all his life. He worked for Gilbert’s father, and was even employed 

by his grandfather when he was just a boy. Surprisingly, he has continued to outlive all of his 

employers, and while he goes about work as if it were nothing, the emotional burden has begun 

to take it’s toll. 

Personality 

Stewart is the typical downtrodden servant. He takes orders, but you can bet he’s bitter about it 

(just not where his master can hear him). He’s used to giving and never receiving. He’ll probably 

keep serving until the day he dies, just because he can’t possibly think of anything else to do. 

Look 

Prim and proper. Showing loyalty to his house. 

Physical characteristics 

- Flag 

- Red suit jacket 

- Bald 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Stewart will trade the Plague Doctor 1 Incense in exchange for 1 Medicine.  

Relevance to game story 

Though it may not be obvious, Stewart is the only one supporting Gilbert through these rough 

times. Since Gilbert knows next to nothing about being a lord, it falls on Stewart to instruct him. 
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Relationship to other characters 

Stewart sees the Plague Doctor as just another person above his station, and treats him as such. 

He is genuinely surprised, and grateful, if the Plague Doctor takes the time to help him out. 

Otherwise, he has no time for speaking with anyone save Gilbert, whom he resents for his 

inexperience and bossy attitude, but whom he does care for deep, deep down. 

 

Character #6 - Noble Impersonator (RICHMOND VON RICHLY, or FRAY) 

Back story 

Richmond Von Richly actually has no back story, because he didn’t exist until the plague 

showed up. Before that, he was Fray, a con man on the lookout for money-making opportunities, 

even in these times. When one of the town’s nobles dropped dead, Fray saw his chance to 

pretend he was the long lost heir to the fortune, come to claim his father’s money. Or was it his 

uncle’s? He can never keep the story straight. 

Personality 

Fray is conniving, if forgetful. He’s clever enough to come up with wild plans, but lacks the 

finesse to execute them without incident. Luckily for him, no one’s paying much attention to 

each other with all the commotion about the plague. 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Fray will trade the Plague Doctor 1 Incense in exchange for 2 Medicine.  

Relevance to game story 

Fray represents those who tried to take advantage of the fear and chaos brought by the plague, 

something plague doctors themselves were often accused of doing. 

Relationship to other characters 

Fray maintains his ruse by staying as far away from the rest of the townspeople as possible. He 

puts on the front of a noble even when interacting with the Plague Doctor, but if things get 

desperate enough, Fray will admit who he truly is, and will accuse the Plague Doctor of being a 

fake as well. 

 

Character #7 - Constable (Gamel) 

Back story 
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Gamel has been the Constable of the town for as long as anyone can remember. He takes great 

pride in the fact that he’s successfully warded off bandits, thieves, animals, and other threats to 

daily life. However, he’s in over his head with this plague business, and he knows it, though he 

hides it for the sake of others. It’s all he can do to keep the town running. 

Personality 

Gamel is kind, and optimistic; at least, he will be if only to assuage the fear in others. 

Look 

Inspired by Westerns and sheriffs. 

Physical characteristics 

- Purple cape 

- Brown hat 

- Sword 

- Patched pants 

- Bandolier 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Gamel will give the Plague Doctor 1 Incense per day. 

Relevance to game story 

Gamel is the town’s Constable, doing his best to keep everyone safe, even though there’s little he 

can do for the plague. He is also one of the few who fully supports the Plague Doctor. 

Relationship to other characters 

Gamel keeps an eye on everyone in the town to make sure they’re all right, but he’s got his hands 

full with the plague. Recently, he’s been tied up dealing with the Inspector sent in from London. 

He’ll still greet the Plague Doctor every day though, doing his best to help in whatever way he 

can. 

 

Character #8 - Inspector (Eustace) 

Back story 

Eustace is an official Inspector, hired to root out signs of the plague and mark areas off for 

quarantine. However, when his paranoid nature lead to several neighbourhoods in London being 
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wrongfully marked for dead, the agency thought it best to send him out into the country, where 

perhaps the fresh air would clear his head. On the contrary, Eustace is even more terrified of the 

plague than before, and refuses to move beyond the Town Hall for fear of contracting the 

disease. 

Personality 

Eustace in a word: paranoid. In another word: useless. 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Eustace will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine once per day.  

Relevance to game story 

Eustace was supposed to help the town against the plague. Perhaps if he’d been able to do his 

job, the Plague Doctor wouldn’t have to be in town at all. 

Relationship to other characters 

Eustace stays as far away from the others as he can (especially the peasants) in order to minimise 

risk of catching the plague. The only one he trusts is the Constable, who exudes an aura of 

mature calm. Eustace fears the Plague Doctor, but also welcomes his presence, believing that 

he’ll be able to go back to London if he leaves the town in their hands. 

 

Character #9 - Bard (Agnes) 

Back story 

Agnes’s parents always told her not to follow her dreams of getting a career in the arts. They said 

she had to be more practical, get a nice farming job or something. But Agnes decided to listen to 

her heart, and set off into the world to make a name for herself with her music. Instead, she 

found herself in a backwater town living in the inn and making barely enough coin to keep her 

afloat. Whoops. 

Personality 

Agnes is a meek and nervous individual. She’s self-deprecating in a way that’s clearly covering 

up numerous insecurities. 

 

Look 

As a performer, Agnes wears bright colours. She of course doesn’t go anywhere without her lute. 
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Physical characteristics 

- Sitting on a stool 

- Lute 

- Red hat 

- Blue shirt 

- Blonde hair 

Animations 

- Idle (play lute) 

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Agnes will give the Plague Doctor +1 Incense once per day. 

Relevance to game story 

Agnes believes herself to be insignificant in the grand scheme of things. She doesn’t realise 

people do actually enjoy her music, and the escape it brings them from the plague. 

Relationship to other characters 

Agnes lives in the inn along with the Orphan, thanks to the goodwill of the Innkeep. She plays 

every night, so most who come by for drinks know of her. She tries to stay out of the Plague 

Doctor’s way; they’re really intimidating in that mask. 

 

Character #10 - Innkeep (Rohesia) 

Back story 

Another of the town’s long-time residents, Rohesia has been managing the inn for a good forty 

years. She’s never seen much traffic; more often than not, the inn is a haven for people in the 

town who’ve fallen on hard times and have nowhere else to go. 

Personality 

Rohesia is kind and welcoming, to townsfolk and strangers alike. She also concerns herself with 

the wellbeing of everyone in the town, which makes her a nice woman, and an excellent gossip. 

Look 

Poor, but brightly coloured. A beacon of hope to the peasants. 

 

Physical characteristics 

- Pink shirt 
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- Brown skirt 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Rohesia will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine per Day. 

Relevance to game story 

Rohesia manages the inn, which not only provides a source of relaxation and entertainment for 

the town, it also provides homes to those who have none. 

Relationship to other characters 

Rohesia lives with Agnes the Bard and Annie the Orphan, both of whom she considers the 

daughters she never had. She get along well with the townspeople. As for the Plague Doctor, she 

is one of the few to show not just an interest in helping the cause, but concern for the Plague 

Doctor’s health and mental state. 

 

Character #11 - Orphan (Annie) 

Back story 

Annie lost her parents early to the plague. It made her grow up faster than any child her age 

should. Since coming to live with Rohesia, she’s reclaimed some of that youthful innocence, but 

it doesn’t change the sadness she’s endured. 

Personality 

Annie is sweet and innocent. Essentially, your stereotypical cute orphan. 

Look 

A similar model to Margery, but a poorer version 

Physical characteristics 

- Brown cloak 

- Brown dress 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 
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Special Abilities 

Annie will give the Plague Doctor 1 Incense per Day. 

Relevance to game story 

Annie is the heartstrings, that character that you feel you must protect just because they’re so 

adorable. 

Relationship to other characters 

Annie lives with Rohesia, whom she views as a second mother. She also loves Agnes, the bard 

whose music she enjoys. Her best friend is Margery, the Lady of the House’s daughter; the Lady 

of the House in question does not care for Annie. 

 

Character #12 - Mother (Alviva) 

Back story 

Alviva has been hard at work all her life. She worked on her family’s farm, then on her 

husband’s, and now she has eight wild children to keep track of as well. 

Personality 

Alviva is weary and at the end of her rope 99% of the time. She’s very exasperated with her 

children, who seem like little terrors from the way she talks about them. Despite this, she has a 

very strong sense of family, and would do anything to save her husband and children. 

Look 

Alviva has the bland, poor look of a peasant 

Physical characteristics 

- Apron 

- Brown vest 

- Hat 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Alviva will trade the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine in exchange for 1 Incense. 

Relevance to game story 

Alviva is an experiment in not just making the player care for an NPC, but making them care for 
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their technically non-existent family. As her condition worsens, along with the condition of her 

house, Alviva will beg the Plague Doctor to help for the sake of her children. 

Relationship to other characters 

Alviva is the mother of eight unruly children, who do not actually exist as NPCs. She is married 

to the farmer, but it seems it was more a marriage of convenience, as they don’t interact much 

with one another. She is rather unconcerned by the Plague Doctor, as she has enough to keep 

track of with her children. 

 

Character #13 - Farmer (Hamon) 

Back story 

Hamon was born on his farm, and will likely die on his farm. He’s never known anything else 

but tending animals and reaping crops, and it has changed his worldview to that of a more 

solitary man. 

Personality 

Hamon is more concerned with his animals and the farm than anything else. He believes hard 

work is the key to success. He appears very down to earth, until he is confronted with a task he 

has no experience with, such as raising children on his own if Alviva dies. 

Look 

A hardworking farmer. Dressed in browns and greens as are most of the peasants. 

Physical characteristics 

- Pitchfork 

- Brown tunic 

- Green hood 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Hamon will give the Plague Doctor 1 Incense once per day. 

Relevance to game story 

Farmers are staples of any medieval town. Hamon’s farm is one of the town’s major sources of 

food. 
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Relationship to other characters 

The Farmer is quite literally the bread-winner/breadmaker of his family. He is married to Alviva 

and has eight children, all of whom he is distant with. He understands animals better than people. 

 

Character #14 - Knight (Godwin) 

Back story 

Godwin has always dreamed of becoming a knight, like in the stories of heroes. When he heard 

there was a plague threatening the town, he jumped at the chance to be there saviour, and arrived 

right away. He still hasn’t quite realised his presence isn’t doing much in the way of staving off 

the plague. 

Personality 

Well-meaning, but very, very stupid. 

Look 

The knight is prepared for battle. If only there was anything to actually battle. 

 

Physical characteristics 

- Beard 

- Armour 

- Tunic (white with red cross) 

- Sword 

- Shield 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Godwin will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine once per day. 

Relevance to game story 

Godwin is in charge of keeping the town safe from any physical threats that might arise. 

Relationship to other characters 

Godwin has a Squire, Alwin, who he training to be a knight just like himself. The two are 

convinced they can take down the plague. Godwin also has a number of unseen NPCs who he is 

teaching as well. Additionally, he’s got a bit of a crush on the Merchant’s Daughter. 
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Character #15 - Squire (Alwin) 

Back story 

Mocked in his youth for his short stature, Alwin decided he was sick of being pushed around. 

He’s going to become the best knight ever, so no one will ever talk down to him again. When 

Godwin came to town, it was the perfect chance for Alwin to get in with a proper knight, and 

he’s been training ever since. 

Personality 

Alwin is a very, ah, enthusiastic individual. He sees the world as black and white, and his 

solution to all of his problems is, more often than not, punch the thing. 

Look 

Alwin is dressed as fiery as his temper. 

Physical characteristics 

- Red tunic 

- Blonde hair 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Alwin will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine once per day. 

Relevance to game story 

Alwin is the last line of defense in the town if Godwin is gone. He’s also, surprisingly, the brains 

behind Godwin’s operation. 

Relationship to other characters 

Alwin trains under Godwin, just waiting for the chance where he can be promoted from Squire to 

Knight and step into his own spotlight. 

 

Character #16 - Medical Doctor (Elias) 

Back story 

Elias grew up working as a doctor in London, under the watchful eye of supervisors who were 
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more interested in making money than helping the sick. Realising the poor in the country weren’t 

getting the treatment they needed, Elias decided to leave the city behind and do the right thing. 

He arrived just before the plague broke out, and has been doing the best he can with the tools he 

has. 

Personality 

Elias, like the Innkeeper and the Constable, is one of the kinder, older folks in the town. He 

wants to help everyone, but he is also skeptical of some of the Plague Doctor’s more spiritual 

solutions. Elias much prefers science and logic. 

Look 

A wise, older man. Carries a basket full of supplies. 

Physical characteristics 

- Beard 

- Purple tunic 

- Basket 

Animations 

- Idle (scratch beard) 

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Elias will give the Plague Doctor 1 Incense in exchange for 1 Medicine. 

Relevance to game story 

Elias is in a position not unlike that of the Plague Doctor, in that he gives people hope for 

survival. However, he is a more reassuring figure, unlike the Plague Doctor, who others see as a 

spectre-like figure. 

Relationship to other characters 

Elias works alongside the Scholar in order to try and find a cure for the plague. He will also help 

the Plague Doctor as best he can, though he doesn’t trust their methods. He respects the authority 

of the Constable, and distrusts the Priest. 

 

Character #17 - Scholar (Pagan) 

Back story 

Pagan was studying the plague before it was cool; at least, so he’ll tell everybody. In reality, he 

jumped on the plague bandwagon as soon as it hit, and went to the nearest town to study it, 
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hoping he’d be able to find a cure and make a name for himself. 

Personality 

Pagan is the textbook definition of a hipster. Ahead of the curb, and pretentious about it. 

Look 

Refined and pretentious. A sort of pseudo-Shakespeare look. 

Physical characteristics 

- Feather in Hat 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Pagan will give the Plague Doctor 1 Incense in exchange for 1 Medicine. 

Relevance to game story 

Despite his snootiness, Pagan is one of the few actively working on a cure for the plague. 

Relationship to other characters 

Pagan works with the Medical Doctor, though he sees him as more of a bothersome parent than a 

partner. Surprisingly, the one character Pagan actually has warmed up to is the Bard, whose 

music he enjoys listening to. 

 

Character #18 - Priest (Walding) 

Back story 

When Walding’s family died of the plague, he was told to go to the church to find salvation. 

However, he may have found it in a different form instead. 

Personality 

Walding is a sketchy figure, not unlike the Noble Impersonator. He’s definitely conning the 

town. He’s also high most of the time. 

Look 

Like one might expect. Crosses and churchly wear. 

Physical characteristics 
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- Robe with cross 

- Cross in hand 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Walding will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine in exchange for 1 Incense. 

Relevance to game story 

Despite the fact that Walding himself is a distrustful character, the services he provides to help 

alleviate the fear of the more religious townsfolk. 

Relationship to other characters 

Walding keeps to himself, for the most part. The Plague Doctor can act as his dealer if they 

choose to give him incense. 

 

Character #19 - Wingdings Salesman () 

Back story 

No one is quite certain where this foreign salesman came from. Even his daughter doesn’t know 

what his life was like before he appeared in town. To be honest, people aren’t even entirely sure 

he’s a merchant. 

Personality 

The Salesman is a complex and mysterious figure who no one can figure out. Unless you 

decipher his dialogue. 

Look 

A typical merchant. Has a big bag of money. 

Physical characteristics 

- Bag of Money 

- Red Hat 

- Green Cloak 

Animations 

- Idle (pull out bag) 

- Sick 
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- Healed 

Special Abilities 

The Salesman will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine in exchange for 1 Incense. 

Relevance to game story 

The Salesman provides many opportunities to the townspeople for trade. 

Relationship to other characters 

The Salesman has a daughter, but he doesn’t appear all that close to her. He also dislikes the 

Sleazy Entrepreneur he has to share the marketplace with. 

 

Character #20 - Merchant’s Daughter (Rose) 

Back story 

Rose takes after her father’s love for travel and trade; at least, she thinks she does. She was never 

quite able to figure him out. No one was, which might have been why her mother was so 

reluctant to let her go off trading with him (her mother never mentioned why she married this 

strange man in the first place). Despite this, Rose insists she understands her father, and can trade 

just as well as him. She has followed him all over the country ever since. 

Personality 

Rose is independent and feisty, with a fiery temper to match. She’s a bit insecure about her 

trading abilities, so she talks up her skills, including her ability to understand her father. 

Look 

Straddling the line between rich and poor. Professional, but not expensive clothes. 

Physical characteristics 

- Green dress 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Rose will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine in exchange for 1 Incense. 

Relevance to game story 

Just like her father, Rose facilitates the trade and economy of the town. 
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Relationship to other characters 

Rose is perhaps the only one who can understand her father, though it’s questionable whether 

even she can decipher his words. She loves him dearly nevertheless. She dislikes the Sleazy 

Entrepreneur, and she doesn’t trust the Plague Doctor. She is kind to the Knight, but is unaware 

of the crush he’s developed on her. 

 

Character #21 - Sleazy Entrepreneur (Osmer) 

Back story 

Osmer’s always been one to jump at any opportunity to make some money. Taking advantage of 

the plague is just good business. 

Personality 

Right there in the name. Osmer’s more than a bit sleazy, and a huge opportunist. He’s like what 

you would get if you crossed a creepy uncle with the Sham-Wow guy. 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

Osmer will give the Plague Doctor 1 Medicine in exchange for 1 Incense. 

Relevance to game story 

Despite his sleaziness, Osmer does provide the town with trade opportunities. 

Relationship to other characters 

Most people try to stay out of Osmer’s way, even though he does his best to draw customers to 

his stall. The only townsperson he shies away from is the Constable, who has shut him down 

before for selling malfunctioning junk. 

 

Character #22 - Beggar (Fulke) 

Back story 

He’s always been there, according to the townsfolk, though even then, they’re not exactly sure 

who “he” is. He exists like a memory, fading in and out of people’s minds until they’re not sure 

if he’s actually real. The only thing they know for certain is that if he does exist, you’ll find him 

at the graveyard. 
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Personality 

Fulke is all-knowing. He sees every mistake the Plague Doctor makes, and is not above taunting 

them for it. Perhaps he does not even truly exist, but is merely a projection of the Plague 

Doctor’s conscience. 

Look 

The Beggar is the only NPC that hides his face, just as the Plague Doctor does. He sits cross-

legged by the graveyard. 

Physical characteristics 

- Hat over face 

Animations 

- Idle  

- Sick 

- Healed 

Special Abilities 

The Beggar cannot get sick, or die. 

Relevance to game story 

He gives you frequent updates as to your status, usually in the form of mocking who you’ve 

allowed to die. 

Relationship to other characters 

The Beggar only ever interacts with the Plague Doctor, whom he treats with disdainful 

amusement. 

Section IV – Levels 

Level #1 - Daytime Town 

Synopsis 

Every day cycle of the game 

Introductory Material 

On the first day, the town sign is passed, which gives all of the controls required to play the 

game. 

Objectives 

Daytime objectives include: 

- stocking up on medicine and incense 
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- healing sick townspeople 

Physical Description 

The town during the day. Cheery and lively. Free of plague clouds. Townspeople are out and 

about. 

Encounters 

All 21 NPCs can be interacted with at this time. For a full list of characters, see the “Characters” 

section. Encounters and dialogue will change depending on the circumstances of the previous 

day/night cycle. For example, if a certain character has died, this will trigger a new line of 

dialogue in the characters they were close to. For more details, see the “Dialogue” section. 

Closing Material 

The level ends when the Plague Doctor reaches their campsite, past the Beggar, at the edge of 

town. 

Level #2 

Synopsis 

Every night cycle of the game 

Objectives 

The nighttime objective is to banish as many plague clouds as the player has incense for, either 

by lighting lanterns, or by destroying them individually. 

Physical Description 

The town during the night. Dark and ominous. Riddled with plague clouds. Townspeople are 

locked away in their homes. 

Closing Material 

The level ends when the Plague Doctor reaches the town sign at the entrance to the town. 

Section V - Interface 

Visual System 

Camera 

The camera is anchored to the Plague Doctor. 

 

During the day, the Plague Doctor is on the bottom left side and the sun is in the top right. 

 

During the night, the Plague doctor is on the bottom right, and the moon is on the top left. 
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Control System 

Right arrow key: Walk right (disabled at night) 

Left arrow key: Walk left (disabled during the day) 

Down arrow key: Interact with townsperson (only available during the day) 

Up arrow key: Light lamp post (only available at night) 

Space bar: Eliminate single cloud (only available at night) 

Escape button: Exit the game 

Audio 

Music 

The Walk (composed by Jayme) 

Sound Effects 

- ominous night ambience (played during night) 

- metal lantern creak (played as the Plague Doctor walks) 

- whoosh (played when the Plague Doctor uses their lantern) 

- candle sizzle (played when a lamp is lit) 

- footsteps (played as the Plague Doctor walks) 

- wind howling (played during night) 
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Section VI - Artificial Intelligence 

Opponent AI - The Plague 

The Plague comes in the form of sickness and plague clouds. 

 

Plague Clouds 

Every quadrant of every house has a 20% chance of obtaining a plague cloud during the night at 

the beginning of the game. 

 

This chance is increased by 20% for every plague cloud touching that quadrant. 

 

Sickness 

Townspeople begin with a sickness meter of 1. 

 

Every day that sickness meter has a 20% chance of going up by 1. 

 

For every plague cloud on their house, the NPCs have an added 20% chance of their sick counter 

going up by 1.  

 

For every sick NPC they live with, NPCs’ sick counters have a 20% higher chance of going up 

by 1. 

NPCs 

NPCs run through their basic Idle Animations usually. 

 

If an NPC’s sick meter hits 4, they turn into their sick models. They do not perform their usual 

function. 

 

When the Doctor heals an NPC, they play the Healing Animation. 

 

NPC dialogue plays one line that mentions their function. After this, the General Dialogue plays. 

 

If an NPC’s “if statement” for dialogue is met (i.e. if their house had 3 clouds on it the night 

before), that line of dialogue will play, followed by the General Dialogue. 

 

NPCs whose sick counters reach 5 die, and disappear from the game. 
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Section VII – Technical 

Game Engine 

Unity. 

Scripting Language 

C#. 
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Section VIII – Game Art 

Concept Art 
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Characters 
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Environments 
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Equipment 
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Miscellaneous 
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Appendices 

Asset List 

Art 

Model and Texture List 

Characters: 

- Plague Doctor 

- Lady of the House 

- Little Rich Girl 
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- Lord 

- Steward 

- Noble Impersonator 

- Constable 

- Inspector 

- Mother 

- Farmer 

- Knight 

- Squire 

- Innkeeper 

- Bard 

- Orphan 

- Wingdings Merchant 

- Merchant’s Daughter 

- Sleazy Entrepreneur 

- Priest 

- Beggar 

- Medical Doctor 

- Scholar 

 

Buildings: 

- House #1 

- House #2 

- House #3 

- Town Hall 

- Peasant Shack 

- Barracks 

- Marketplace 

- Inn 

- Graveyard 

- Apothecary 

- Church 

 

Environments: 

- Entrance to Town 

- Doctor’s Camp 

- Road 

- Day Sky 

- Night Sky 

 

Interactables: 

- Lamp Posts 

- Plague Clouds 
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Animation List 

Plague Doctor: 

- Walking Right 

- Walking Left 

- Lighting Lamp 

- Dispersing Cloud 

- Healing Villager 

 

NPCs (x21): 

- Idle 

- Sick 

- Healing 

 

Lamps: 

- Lit 

Cut scene List 

- Plague Doctor Arrives In Town 

- Day Changes to Night 

- Night Changes to Day 

Sound 

Environmental Sounds 

- Wind Blowing 

- Lantern Creaking 

- Eerie Ambiance 

Weapon Sounds 

- Candle Hiss 

- Metal Creak 

- Whoosh 

Music 

The Walk music 

Ambient 

Ambient eeriness 

Dialogue 

LADY OF THE HOUSE (GUNNILDA) 

First Day Dialogue: “You don’t look like you belong here. Are you new?” 
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Interaction Dialogue: “You there, worker. Take these leaves and turn them into something 

useful for me.” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Good. I am far above such tasks myself.” (-2 Medicine, +2 Incense) 

If No to Interaction: “Fine. I’m sure there are any number of more grateful peasants looking for 

work.” 

General Dialogue: “If I’d known you’d be stopping by, I’d have put on my best pearls. But I 

can’t seem to find them…” 

If Sick: “Eek! I have boils on my face! My beautiful, beautiful face!” 

If Yes to Heal: “Good. As things should be.” 

If No to Heal: “Excuse me? You seem to have entirely missed the point as to who is really worth 

saving.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “I see the peasants are crying to you for aid. How unbecoming.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Don’t expect me to beg for your assistance.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I am the single most influential person in this town. You, you know 

that, right?” 

If Little Rich Girl Is Dead: “My daughter . . . my heir . . .” 

LITTLE RICH GIRL (MARGERY) 

First Day Dialogue: “Mama says I’m not supposed to talk to strangers. And you look very 

strange.” 

Interaction Dialogue (only applicable if interaction was agreed to with GUNNILDA): “I saw you 

give this to Mama. She didn’t even notice me take it!” (+1 Medicine) 

General Dialogue: “Sometimes, I hide in the kitchen until Cook leaves, and then I steal all the 

strawberry tarts! The other kids love them.” 

If Sick: ““Mama won’t let me go into town now. She says I’m too sick, but who’s gonna give the 

other kids strawberry tarts? Will you do it?” 

If Yes to Heal: “Thanks, mister! You should go check on the other kids now!” 

If No to Heal: “That’s okay. Did you check on the other kids? They might need help more.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “Mama doesn’t like me having other kids over. She says they’ll infect our 

house.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “I snuck Annie into our house last night. Do you think Mama noticed?” 
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If House Has 3 Clouds: “Mama doesn’t want me outside anymore, but I feel even worse inside.” 

If Lady Of The House Is Dead: “Mama always says a lady rises with the sun, but today she didn’t 

get out of bed at all.” 

If Orphan Annie Is Dead: “I looked and looked, but I couldn’t find Annie anywhere. If you see 

her, could you give her this tart for me?” 

  

LORD (GILBERT) 

First Day Dialogue: “You are the new doctor? I am Gilbert Berold, Lord of this land.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “My steward bought these leaves for me. Utterly useless. Can you do 

something about them?” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Wonderful, thank you. Say, you’re not looking for a permanent position as 

a manservant, are you?” (+1 incense, -1 Medicine) 

If No to Interaction: “Good help is so very hard to find.” 

General Dialogue: “My father taught me everything there is to know about being a lord.” 

If Sick: “I can assure you, I have everything under control.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Right. Thank you. I mean, I would have been fine either way, but . . . thank 

you.” 

If No to Heal: “That’s right. I can take care of this myself. My servant can fetch the medicine.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “How does my mansion look? I’d like to think my father would be 

proud.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Something’s definitely off with the mansion. Maybe I should get my 

steward to varnish the doorknobs.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “Steward! Hop to it! I need the whole house scrubbed down by 

nightfall!” 

If the Steward is Dead: “My father always said a man was only as powerful as the servants he 

commanded. What am I going to do now?” 

STEWARD (STEWART) 

First Day Dialogue: “You’re a doctor? Speak to my master. He’ll surely have work for you.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “My master wants me to turn these leaves into medicine. Because I’m now 

a doctor in addition to a steward, apparently. Will you help me?” 
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If Yes to Interaction: “Thank you, sir, I’m forever in your debt.” (+1 Incense, -1 Medicine) 

If No to Interaction: “Now I’m in for it. Ugh. I’m not cut out for this.” 

General Dialogue: “Half the country is dying, and I’m still getting sent out to buy eggs. Yes, 

Master, anything for you." 

If Sick: “Does he notice my boils? No, of course not. Just sends me out for more wine.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Oh my . . . thank you. It’s so nice to have someone help for a change.” 

If No to Heal: “I should have figured. Oh well.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “All that’s going on, and what’s my master’s concern? Importing new 

shrubbery for the yard.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “I’ve done everything from mop the floor to clean the windows, and I 

still can’t get that smell out of the house.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I hate this house. I’ve always hated it. But I’ve nowhere else to go.” 

If the Lord Is Dead: “I wasn’t expecting to outlast another Lord. Not so soon.” 

  

NOBLE IMPERSONATOR (RICHMOND VON RICHLY)(FRAY, if you want a non-fake 

name) 

First Day Dialogue: ““Hello, good sir! Haven’t seen you around before. Welcome to the town. I 

am Richmond, heir to my father, er, Baron Von Richly’s estate 

Interaction Dialogue: “Would you be willing to trade? For the good of the town’s economy, of 

course.” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Gotta keep taxes high so we can fund the new town . . . square . . . dancing 

. . . pavilion.” (-2 Medicine, +1 Incense) 

If No to Interaction: “Come on, what’s a man got to do to make some money in these times?” 

General Dialogue: “The plague took my uncle before I could return. If only I could have seen 

him before he passed.” 

If Sick: “Keep me safe, and you can have a share of my brother’s estate.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Er, right. About the estate . . . well, I never specified how big a share, did I?” 

If No to Heal: “Your loss! My sister’s given me more money than you could ever dream of!” 
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If House Has 1 Cloud: “Ever noticed how creepy these big houses get at night? Not that I find it 

odd or anything.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: ““My grandfather wouldn’t want his property to rot in this dying town. I 

should take his valuables safely out of harm’s way.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “Not even you can help. I see. You’re a plague doctor, just like I’m a 

nobleman. The town is doomed.” 

If Lord is Dead: “Damn, I should have nabbed Gilbert’s estate instead.” 

  

CONSTABLE (GAMEL) 

First Day Dialogue: “Ah, you’re the doctor I heard about, yes? I’m the town constable. Not to 

worry, together we’ll beat this plague.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I found this while cleaning up around town. Could you use it?” (+1 

Incense) 

General Dialogue: “At least the plague’s got people banding together. I haven’t arrested anyone 

in weeks. There’s always a silver lining.” 

If Sick: “Who, me? Just got a case of the shivers, nothing to worry about, my friend!” 

If Yes to Heal: “Incredible! I feel better already! You really are a miracle-worker!” 

If No to Heal: “It’s all right, my friend. I can’t help the town, but maybe . . . maybe you can.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “If nothing else, I can keep the Town Hall looking nice. People gotta have 

a beacon of hope, you know?” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “I caught a mouse gnawing through some of the legal records. Hopefully 

they weren’t too important.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “Just try your best. It’s all any of us can do.” 

INSPECTOR (EUSTACE) 

First Day Dialogue: “AHHHH! O-Oh my. That’s a scary mask you have there.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Ahh! If you’re going to come so close, please, use this before you do!” 

(+1 Medicine) 
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General Dialogue: “I was sent by the city to inspect the town, but surely a medical professional 

such as yourself is much more suited to the task. Why don’t you inspect things, and then report 

back to me?” 

If Sick: “I don’t understand! I stayed well away from all of the sick people!” 

If Yes to Heal: “Oh, thank you, friend, thank you! You have my eternal gratitude!” 

If No to Heal: “But you, you can help me, can’t you? Why won’t you help me?” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “The Town Hall is the town’s heart! I have to stay here to make sure it 

remains in perfect shape.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “You don’t think diseased fumes from the peasant shacks can blow over 

to us, can they? 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I can’t—I can’t be here anymore. When is the next carriage coming?” 

  

BARD (AGNES) 

First Day Dialogue: “H-Hi! Cool costume! Are you a bard too? You’re not gonna put me out of 

business, are you? Haha, pleasedontthisisallIhave.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I want to help you, but I don’t know how. The only thing left in my tip 

cup last night was some old leaves. . . I think people thought it was for garbage.” (+1 Incense) 

General Dialogue: “The only ones who ever listen to me play are the rats.” 

If Sick: “Um, not to be any trouble, but do you think you could, maybe, if you have time, help 

me out? I-I’ll play for you for free!” 

If Yes to Heal: “Amazing! And here you are, a ballad of my thanks! . . . Oh, oh, you . . . you have 

to go. That’s okay. I get it. I’ll save it for after all of this is done!” 

If No to Heal: “My hands are starting to shake. If I can’t hold my pipes straight, what’ll I do?” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “I don’t want to knock the Madame Rohesia, but her inn’s getting a little 

shabby.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “The inn patrons used to boo when I played. Now they just cough. I 

think that’s worse.” 
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If House Has 3 Clouds: ““A-A song? You want a song? I-I’m sorry, I can’t seem to remember 

any of the words . . .” 

If the Innkeep Is Dead: “Madame Rohesia . . . she’s dead. And I never even paid off my tab.” 

If Orphan Annie is Dead: “That poor little girl . . .” 

INNKEEP (ROHESIA) 

First Day Dialogue: “Greetings, traveller! Looking for a bed to get you through the night?” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I don’t have much, but I try to provide food and warmth and safety here 

at the inn.” (+1 Medicine) 

General Dialogue: “I can’t imagine you look good under that mask, dear. When was the last 

time you slept?” 

If Sick: “No, Annie, I’m not sick. Just . . . just old.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Thank you, dearie. Now you better start looking after yourself too.” 

If No to Heal: “It’s fine—I’ve lived through rougher patches than this.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “In times like these, a person needs a place where they can lay there head 

and hide from the night.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Rats in my inn! And not the human kind neither.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I can’t leave. The inn isn’t just my home—it’s everyone’s.” 

If the Bard Is Dead: “I never got the chance to tell Agnes, but I always liked her playing.” 

If Orphan Annie is Dead: “No. No, not the child. Please, can’t something be done?” 

ORPHAN (ANNIE) 

First Day Dialogue: “Why are you wearing all black? Did you lose someone too?” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Hey, sir? I, um, I made you something. It’s like a crown, only I couldn’t 

find any colourful flowers for it. It’s just leaves. You don’t have to wear it, if you don’t want to.” 

(+1 Incense) 
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General Dialogue: “You look like a birdie. Can I touch your beak?” 

If Sick: “Agnes said I sing like a bird, but I don’t anymore. My throat hurts too much.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Was that magic?” 

If No to Heal: “Maybe . . . Maybe I’ll keep singing when my voice gets better.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “The inn is a little smelly, but it’s my new home and I love it.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “I caught a rat today. His name is Mister Weedles. Don’t tell Madame 

Rohisia, please?” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “Can you . . . can you teach me how to fly? I want to . . . I want to fly 

away . . .” 

If the Innkeep Is Dead: “No, no, no, not again, please not again . . .” 

If the Bard is Dead: “Now there’s no music at the inn .” 

If Little Rich Girl Is Dead: “Margery’s mum chased me away with a broom. She was crying. 

Margery . . . Margery’s dead, isn’t she?” 

  

  

MOTHER OF EIGHT (ALVIVA) 

First Day Dialogue: “Passing through town? Well, if you see eight little devils, tell them 

Mother’s got dinner and a stern talking-to waiting for them at home.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “My husband’s always growing things. Let me see if I can’t turn that into 

something useful for you.” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Maybe I should get my children working as well. Keep them busy.” (-1 

Incense, +1 Medicine) 

If No to Interaction: “Come back if you change your mind. I’m always working.” 

General Dialogue: “Have you seen my children? Probably running around, up to all sorts of 

trouble.” 
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If Sick: “I can’t be sick. Who will take care of the chores?” 

If Yes to Heal: “Thank you kindly, sir. You’re helping me keep up with my children.” 

If No to Heal: “No one ever moves to help the mother. Of course.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “Can you believe my children are actually sitting still for once? Not up to 

causing trouble today, it seems.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “They’re all sleeping. I suppose I should be happy they’re being so 

quiet.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “They don’t scream or laugh or talk anymore. I can’t stand it. Help us, 

please.” 

If the Farmer Is Dead: “Lord knows he was never much help around the house. But I . . . I miss 

him.” 

FARMER (HAMON) 

First Day Dialogue: “Newcomer? Good. We’re always looking for workers.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Fresh fields sure can produce miracles.” (+1 Incense) 

General Dialogue: “Nothing like clean air and hard work to keep you fit and healthy.” 

If Sick: “I don’t believe this. I can’t be sick!” 

If Yes to Heal: “That newfangled medicine business isn’t gonna kill me later, is it?” 

If No to Heal: “Bah, keep your leaves. I know the only cure is the sweet smell of fresh hay and 

horse manure.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “Everyone needs to get out of this town. Spend a day working in the 

fields. Clears your head like nothing else.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “My wife made me get rid of my animals. Might carry diseases, they 

said. Is that true? What am I going to do now?” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “The only thing left in the barn is the rats..” 
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If the Mother Is Dead: “Oh, no. No, no, I can’t raise kids! Not on my own! Why couldn’t you 

help her?” 

  

KNIGHT (GODWIN) 

First Day Dialogue: “Oh, you’re a doctor? So you’re gonna kill the plague, right?” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I give this to all the recruits. It’s like a shield. For your insides.” (+1 

Medicine) 

General Dialogue: “I wear my armour every day so the plague can’t get me.” 

If Sick: “How could I get sick? It’s impossible!” 

If Yes to Heal: “Phew. Thanks!” 

If No to Heal: “Maybe I should buy a shield so I’m more protected . . .” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “We’re running sparring drills today! Gotta keep everyone sharp in case 

the plague decides to attack them.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “None of the others showed up for training today. How are they gonna 

protect themselves from the plague?” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “They’re all sick inside. Please, you have to help, I can’t fight the plague 

on my own!” 

If the Squire Is Dead: “I should have given him my armour.” 

If the Merchant’s Daughter Is Dead: “Aw. I really liked Rose. Every day at sunset she’d call me 

a “good knight”. I thought she was good too.” 

SQUIRE (ALWIN) 

First Day Dialogue: “You’re a doctor? Great! When are we gonna beat this plague up?” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Health is for wimps, and I’m no wimp! You better take this instead.” (+1 

Medicine) 
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General Dialogue: “I’m training to be a knight. The best knight. A knight so good, he kicks 

every other knights’ butts! That’s me. I’m gonna be kicking those butts.” 

If Sick: “That wasn’t a cough. I was clearing my throat. Like a man.” 

If Yes to Heal: “You saved me for a reason, didn’t you? Am I the Chosen One? I KNEW IT.” 

If No to Heal: “If I punch myself in the face, I’ll scare the plague off for sure!” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “I’ll spar everyone in the barracks. I’ll spar you. I’ll spar the plague. Tell 

it to meet me in the fighting pit tonight.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “All the other knights are wimps. If I’m sick, I show up for training. If 

I’m dead, I show up for training. That’s why I’m the best knight.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “We don’t need anyone’s help to fight the plague. I’ll kill it myself. I 

will crush every rat from here to London single-handedly. With my foot . . . single-footedly.” 

If the Knight Is Dead: “My time has come. A new day dawns. A new knight rises!” 

  

MEDICAL DOCTOR (ELIAS) 

First Day Dialogue: “Greetings, friend! Good to see another doctor around.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I’ll trade you this incense I’ve got for the medicine you’ve collected. 

Wacky, magical mumbo-jumbo if you ask me, but you might find some use for it.” 

If Yes to Sell: “Good. Just, ah, keep it away from the priest, all right?” (-1 Medicine, +1 Incense) 

If No to Sell: “Can’t fault you for that—I can’t get behind the stuff either.” 

General Dialogue: “Another day, another failed experiment. Will we ever find a cure?” 

If Sick: “So this is what the plague feels like. I should be taking notes.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Is this medically tested? It doesn’t matter, I suppose—strangely, I do feel 

better.” 

If No to Heal: “It’s fine. With myself to study, I should be able to produce a cure. If I could just . 

. . hold my pen straight . . .” 
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If House Has 1 Cloud: “Some people here believe the plague is a curse on us for our sins. Bah!” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Science is what will save us, not some shady magical tricks.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I don’t believe in spirits, but I can’t help feeling something’s . . . 

looming . . . 

If the Scholar Is Dead: “He reminded me of myself at his age. Damn shame.” 

HIPSTER SCHOLAR (PAGAN) 

First Day Dialogue: “Oh, you’re here for the Black Plague? Well, “I’m studying the Plague of 

Justinian. You’ve probably never heard of it.” 

Interaction Dialogue:  “Pfft, you use that chemical-laced nonsense? Let me show you what a 

real, all-natural solution looks like.” 

If Yes to Interaction: “I knew you’d see things my way.” (-1 Medicine, +1 Incense) 

If No to Interaction: : “It’s your funeral.” 

General Dialogue: “People insist on fearing death when we spend every second of our lives 

inching towards it.” 

If Sick: “No, I can’t get sick! It’s too mainstream!” 

If Yes to Heal: “I prefer alternative medicine, but market-bought will do, I suppose.” 

If No to Heal: “Fine. Your cure probably isn’t even vegan anyways.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “That’s the thing about the plague. It demands to be felt.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “We should all live everyday like it’s our last, for life only touches us 

once.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “. . . I don’t want to die.” 

If the Doctor Is Dead: “I’m not afraid to walk this world alone.” 

If the Bard Is Dead: “Such a shame about the bard. I was probably the only one who’d ever 

heard her music.” 
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SKETCHY PRIEST (WALDING) 

First Day Dialogue: “You a doctor? The church is always willing to put up a man of your 

possessions—er, persuasion.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Ooh, that’s some nice incense you’ve collected. Care to make a trade?” 

If Yes to Interaction: “I’ll just take this stuff off your hands right away.” (-1 Incense, +1 

Medicine) 

If No to Interaction: “Spoilsport.” 

General Dialogue: “Could you pick up a delivery at the tavern for me? It’s, uh, holy water.” 

If Sick: “You look funny. Funnier than usual.” 

If Yes to Heal: “I knew you were my kind of man, doctor.” 

If No to Heal: “What, won’t give me some of your leaves? Fine, I’ll just use my own.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “Do you feel that, my children? The darkness descends! Come now and 

pay—I mean, pray! And pay your tithe to the church. We smile upon the charitable.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Repent now, or be lost! I know you carry sinful substances—turn them 

in to the church so I might, ah, properly dispose of them, and save your soul.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “Maybe I am actually being punished.” 

  

NO-ENGLISH SALESMAN () 

First Day Dialogue: 

"?” 

Interaction Dialogue: “?” 

If Yes to Interaction: “.” (+1 Medicine, -1 Incense) (Randomised?) 

If No to Interaction: “.” 
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General Dialogue: 

“

.” 

If Sick: “.” 

If Yes to Heal: “?” 

If No to Heal: “e.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “.” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: 

“

.” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: 

“



?” 

If Merchant’s Daughter dies: “.” 

If Sleazy Entrepreneur dies: “.” 

 

MERCHANT’S DAUGHTER (ROSE) 

First Day Dialogue: “A doctor, eh? Sure, I’ve seen your type before.” 

Interaction Dialogue: “I’ll trade for your medicine just as my father does. But don’t expect me to 

give you any deals.” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Let me count the coins before you leave.” (+1 Medicine, -1 Incense) 

If No to Interaction: “A cheapskate too. Figures.” 

General Dialogue: “Buy or move on. We don’t tolerate loiterers.” 
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If Sick: “I’m fine, Father. I’ll be strong for you.” 

If Yes to Heal: “Putting off the inevitable. Is that how you make a living?” 

If No to Heal: “Save your cures for someone who believe in them.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “How are we supposed to know you’re even doing anything to fight the 

plague?” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “Are you done giving people false hope?” 

If House Has 3 Clouds: “I knew you couldn’t save us.” 

If the Salesman Is Dead: “Father . . . I can’t believe it. I’ll always remember his last words. 

‘.’ I 

love you too, father.” 

If the Entrepreneur Is Dead: “Don’t look at me like that. You think I should cry for everyone 

who dies? Do you?” 

SLEAZY ENTREPRENEUR (OSMER) 

First Day Dialogue: “A new customer? Wonderful!” 

Interaction Dialogue: “Do you have medicine? No, you don’t—not medicine like my medicine!” 

If Yes to Interaction: “Fantastic! I knew you were a man of exquisite tastes!” (+1 Medicine, -1 

Incense) 

If No to Interaction: “. . . Oh. No, no, that’s . . . fine.” 

General Dialogue: “Come, come, good sir! Take a look at my fine wares!” 

If Sick: “Egad! I’m as green as my competitively-priced herbs!” 

If Yes to Heal: “You don’t charge for that, do you?” 

If No to Heal: “Hmph. You, sir, have just lost any chance of getting my premium market 

discount.” 

If House Has 1 Cloud: “Do you think if I sold items 30% off, more people would buy them?” 

If House Has 2 Clouds: “What about 50%? Do any of the peasants still have money left?” 
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If House Has 3 Clouds: “80%! What if I just sold everything nearly free? I need the money—I 

have to get out of this town!” 

If the Salesman or Merchant’s Daughter Is Dead: “Tell the Constable it wasn’t me this time, I 

swear!” 

  

BEGGAR (FULKE) 

First Day Dialogue: “Ooh, a new doctor comes to town. Well, this should be interesting.” 

General Dialogue: “Round and round and round you go.” 

If one of the Merchants Die: “Uh oh. Lost a supplier. Whatever shall you do?” 

If one of the Peasants Die: “Who’s gonna miss one peasant? Sure, their family. Their friends. 

But they’ll all be gone soon too, since they don’t have the money for a cure.” 

If one of the Workers Die: “They were just trying to do their job. But of course, that’s not as 

important as yours, is it?” 

If one of the Rich Die: “All that wealth and they still couldn’t buy you. Are you proud? Feel like 

you stuck it to the man?” 

 


